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Mo7fs"in"Folk"Songs

Tappert"(1890):"Wandernde"Melodien
Parry"(1928)"and"Lord"(1960):"OralTformulaic"theory
Bohlman"(1988):"What"are"smallest"units"of"transmission?
NeWl"(2005):"Mo*fs"and"phrases"have"a"certain"independency
Volk"(2012):"Similarity"of"Dutch"Folk"Songs"based"on"mo*fs

TUNE%FAMILY%

Data:"Meertens"Tune"Collec7ons"<"Annotated"Corpus"2.0

360"Melodies"(**kern)"in"26"Tune"Families
1657"mo*f"occurrences"of"102"mo*f"classes

Viewpoint"representa*on"of"a"phrase"from"
NLB072360_01:
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viewpoint

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

pitch

d4 c5 d5 c5 b4 a4 g4 a4 b4 a4

phrpos

first in in in in in in in in last

ref

g g g g g g g g g g

dur

1 1.5 0.5 1 1.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 1 1

level

1 0 2 1 0 2 1 2 0 2

intref

P5 P4 P5 P4 M3 M2 P1 M2 M3 M2

c3i(level) ? + � + + � + � + �
c3(dur) ? + � + + � = = + =

c3(pitch) ? + + � � � � + + �
c5(pitch, 3) ? ++ + � � � � + + �
c5(pitch, 7) ? ++ + � � � � + + �

from Er was een meisje van zestien jaren, MTC NLB072360.
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feature set patterns

A feature set pattern is a sequence of feature sets.
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Method

Task:"Given"a"tune"family"F,"find"paWerns"X"significantly
overTrepresented"in"F,"contrasted"with"¬F.

F

¬F

X

¬X⋀F
¬X⋀¬F X⋀¬F

X⋀F

Maximally
General
Dis*nc*ve
PaWerns

Those"subsumed"by"no"other"dis*nc*ve"paWern.

Take"the"probability"p"of"finding"at"least"the"observed"
number"of"pieces"of"family"F"when"taking"a"single"
random"sample"of"pieces"from"the"en*re"corpus"F∪¬F."A"
paWern"is"then"considered"dis*nc*ve"if"its"pTvalue"falls"
below"some"specified"significance"level"!.

Results
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intref : P5
phrpos : in
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Figure 1: Patterns discovered in tune family Koopman (top), and Stad (bottom), with one example occurrence. The colored
notes constitute the occurrence, red indicating a note-event that is determined by non-pitch features only, green indicating
the presence of pitch contour in the feature set, and blue indicating the presence of scale degree. The Koopman pattern
describes a note that is the start of a phrase, followed by a note that is a major second above the tonic, and has shorter
duration than the previous note, followed by a note of equal duration, and concluded with a note that has a higher pitch
than the previous note. The Stad pattern describes a note somewhere in the middle of a phrase that is the fifth of the scale,
and is approached by a leap of a third or fourth from the previous note, followed by, again, the fifth of the scale, then by the
fourth of the scale, and concluded by a note of shorter duration, which is the first of a new phrase.

abstraction level of the viewpoints should be high enough
to capture variability in the melodies as caused both by the
process of oral transmission and by variations in choices
that were made in the process of transcription into music
notation. To achieve a suitable level of abstraction, we me-
asure relative values for all viewpoints derived from pitch
or duration.

For the current study we define the following viewpoints:
phrpos, which records whether the note is the first in a
phrase, the last in a phrase, or inside a phrase; intref, which
represents the scale degree of the note given the key of
the song; c3i(level), which records whether the metric le-
vel of a note is higher, lower or equal with respect to the
previous note; c3(dur), which records whether the note is
shorter, equal, or longer in duration than the previous note;
c3(pitch), which records whether the note is higher, equal,
or lower in pitch than the previous note; c5(pitch, 3), which
records whether the note was approached by a leap (three
semitones or larger), a step (smaller than a three semito-
nes), or a unison, with distinction between ascending and
descending intervals; and c5(pitch, 7), which records whe-
ther the note was approached by a leap (seven semitones or
larger), a step (smaller than seven semitones), or a unison,
with distinction between ascending and descending inter-
vals.

A feature is a tuple ⌧ : v comprised of a viewpoint name
⌧ paired with a value v. A feature set is a set of features,
for example the feature set

⇢
c3(pitch) : �
intref : M2

�

contains two features, expressing that the pitch of the cor-
responding note is lower than that of the previous note, and
is the major second (M2) of the scale. An event instanti-

ates a feature set if all features in the set are true for the
event.

A feature set pattern is a sequence of feature sets, and a
song instantiates a pattern (or, stated equivalently, the pat-
tern occurs in the song) if the successive feature sets of the
pattern instantiate successive events in the song in at least
one place. For example, the patterns shown in Figure 1

have four feature sets, with different features in each of
them.

Following the method presented by Conklin (2010), a
one vs. all strategy (Neubarth & Conklin, 2016) is used
for mining patterns that contrast between groups of data.
The method is designed to discover maximally general dis-
tinctive patterns (MGDPs), meaning that for each reported
discovered pattern there is no more general pattern that is
also distinctive. Each tune family is mined individually for
distinctive sequential patterns, using each tune family F
as a positive corpus and the rest of the pieces (¬F ) as the
anticorpus.

In this work a statistical approach is used to measure the
distinctiveness of a pattern: it is the probability p of finding
at least the observed number of pieces of family F when
taking a single random sample of pieces from the entire
corpus F [ ¬F . A pattern is then considered distinctive if
its p-value falls below some specified significance level ↵
(see Conklin, 2013, for details).

The MGDP set may contain overlapping patterns, so for
the tune family mining task this set is further reduced by a
greedy pruning strategy. Proceeding from the best (lowest
p-value) pattern, a pattern is placed in the final set if it does
not overlap, in any piece, with any pattern already in the
final set. Thus none of the patterns in the final set will
overlap in any piece with any other pattern.

4. RESULTS

The mining algorithm was applied repeatedly with each of
the tune families in MTC-ANN in turn as corpus, while
the other 25 tune families constitute the anticorpus. For
this initial study, to obtain only a few highly distinctive
patterns, we set the p-value threshold at the very low value
of ↵ = 10e-15. The resulting set of discovered patterns
contains 22 patterns in 14 tune families, showing that the
algorithm is capable of discovering various kinds of me-
lodic patterns that are significantly over-represented in the
tune family.

We compare the discovered patterns with the manually
annotated motifs as provided in MTC-ANN 2.0. These an-

Conclusions

The"MGDP"discovery"method"is"capable"of"finding"parts"of"
the"melodies"that"are"stable"across"variants"of"a"tune"family.
"

The"algorithmic"mining"method"results"in"unconven*onal,"yet"
meaningful"paWerns.
"

The"rela*on"between"experts’"annota*ons"and"discovered"
paWerns"is"s*ll"poorly"understood.
"

There"is"a"gap"between"the"tradi*onal"conceptualisa*on"of"
mo*fs"and"the"kind"of"paWerns"discovered"by"automa*c"
discovery.

Evalua*on"against"annotated"mo*fs:
Establishment"Precision:"0.86
Establishment"Recall:"0.23
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Table 3. Occurrences of the discovered pattern in tune fa-
mily Halewijn2. All occurrences are in the first half of the
third phrase of the song.

types such as Big Leap, Repercussion, Broken Chord, Syn-
cope, Ascending Line, etc. The full list is reported in [11].
We included viewpoints that are more or less related to
these motif class types. For example, c5(pitch, 7), which
registers a leap greater than a fifth, is related to annotated
motif classes that reflect a “big leap”.

Second, the abstraction level of the viewpoints should
be high enough to capture the variability in the musical
notation of the melodies. The melodies were transcribed
independently. Therefore, the choices for key and meter
may be inconsistent across variants of the same tune. For
example, one tune family member could have been trans-
cribed into a 6/4 meter and another into a 3/4 meter, or even
into 6/8 with either the same or half-valued note durations.
We want to be able to find patterns that have occurrences
in all of these melodies. Therefore, for both pitch- and
time-based viewpoints we include relative viewpoints. For

example, instead of absolute pitch, we use the scale degree
intref, and instead of absolute metric level, we record whe-
ther the metric level of an note is higher or lower than that
of the previous note with viewpoint c3i(level).

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

We ran the pattern mining algorithm for each of the 26
tune families of MTC-ANN. In each run, one family was
taken as corpus and the other 25 families as anti-corpus.
The result-set we present in this paper was obtained with
a conservative setting of the significance level of ↵ =10e-
10. The set contains 22 discovered patterns in 14 tune fa-
milies. For each family, one pattern is presented in Table 4.
These results show that the algorithm is capable of discove-
ring various kinds of melodic patterns that are significantly
over-represented in the tune family.

It is interesting to see how few feature-sets include a va-
lue for intref, which means that the patterns are dominantly
determined by rhythmic, metric, and contour features. The
pattern for Meisje contains no intref at all. It basically de-
scribes a big ascending leap followed by a shorter, higher
note, followed by a lower note that is not the first or last in
its phrase. Most other patterns only have one or two

We compare the discovered patterns with the annotated
motifs as provided in MTC-ANN 2.0. These motifs show
what parts of the melodies are considered characteristic for
the tune family according to human specialist annotators.
To get an impression of the correspondence between an-
notated motifs and discovered patterns we compute the es-
tablishment precision and recall according to ***REF. As
similarity function we take

s(Pi, Qj) =

8

<

:

1 if |Pi [Qj | > 0.5|Qj |^
|Qj |  |Pi|+ 2;

0 otherwise.
(1)

in which Pi is the set of notes of a given annotated motif
occurrence and Qj is the set of notes of a given discovered
pattern occurrence. We consider an overlap of a discovered
pattern occurrence with at least half of the notes of an an-
notated motif a hit, provided that the discovered pattern is
not much longer than the annotated motif occurrence. We
obtain an establishment precision of 0.86 and an establish-
ment recall of 0.23, showing that the discovered patterns
do correspond quite well with annotated motifs, but that
the algorithm discovers much less patterns than human an-
notators did. Nevertheless, this implies that the algorithm
is able to find parts of the melodies that are considered sta-
ble within the tune family by human specialists.

Only three of the 14 presented patterns do not directly
correspond with an annotated motif class. For example the
pattern for Koopman comprises an ascending contour star-
ting from the tonic, which may seem trivial. However, the
current results show that this particular way of starting a
phrase is in fact rare outside Koopman.

Some pattern occurrences contain a phrase ending. This
is something human annotators traditionally tend not to do.
However, the interpretation of these pattern occurrences is
very sensible from a musical point of view. For example

Pi":"Set"of"notes"of"a"given"annotated"mo*f"occurrence.

Qi":"Set"of"notes"of"a"given"discovered"paWern"occurrence.
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Tune"family:"Stad
Tune"family:"Meisje

Tune"family:"Koopman

Tune"family:"Stad


